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TRAIN TOGETHER.
REFUEL TOGETHER.

Get
Fast First
How speed work benefits

seeing record-setting numbers in both
the amount of events and the number
of participants enjoying them. A shift
half-marathon and marathon
in the demographics of those who are
preparation
participating has occurred too, and with
By Alan Culpepper
that, training principles have been altered
as well to include a more generalized
here is a general misconception
approach. Unfortunately, the emphasis on
that the need for speed is respeed workouts has been minimized as
served for shorter distance races
a result of this newfound, oversimplified
such as 5K and 10K, but never
methodology. Speed training has always
for a half- or full marathon. Speed work is
been present in the training programs of
often overlooked or neglected altogether
those competing at the world-class level
because endurance and aerobic strength
and there are learnings in that for runners
take precedent when laying out the critical
of all abilities. Racing legends like Bill
elements necessary to execute a solid halfRodgers, Steve Jones and Alberto Salazar
or full marathon. An extended marathon
— and without question all the greats from
buildup, longer long runs and higher weekly
east Africa — included generous amounts
mileage totals are almost
of speed work in their
always the first training
marathon preparation.
Speed work helps
elements considered
Prior to the last 20 years,
improve your
when approaching longer
the predominant marathon
running economy,
distances. Overall aerobic
training program was a
which allows you to
strength is certainly
modified version of 10K
run more efficiently
critical, but speed is still
training, where the focus
at half-marathon
required and has many
was on speed endurance
positive benefits as it
and running economy with
and marathon
relates to preparation
a little more weekly milerace pace.
for these races. Whether
age and longer long runs
you’re making your
on weekends. Another
first attempt at longer race distances
widely adopted approach was to get in good
or you have been running half- and full
5K/10K racing shape first and then transimarathons for decades, speed is not to
tion to more marathon-specific training.
be underestimated. Getting fast first is an
My fastest marathon of 2:09:41 came four
effective way to ensure a comprehensive
months after winning the national champiapproach.
onship in the 5K and running under 27:50
in the 10K. I was able to take the overall
The history of marathon speed
accumulation of speed endurance and
We are in the midst of a second running
transition that to my marathon preparation.
boom where half- and full marathons are
It is safe to say that every world record ever
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Finish strong with lowfat chocolate
milk — an ideal way to rebuild and
reshape after your tough workouts.

Refuel Buddies: CAF’s Eric McElvenny and Hines Ward

Get started at

*While supplies last. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Open to
legal residents of the 50 United States & D.C., 18 or older. Starts:
8/1/13; ends: 10/10/13. Visit www.gotchocolatemilk.com for
rules, entry method, and entry periods. Void where prohibited.
Sponsor: The National Fluid Milk Processor Promotion Board.

T:9.375”

• FREE chocolate milk*
• A weekly prize pack of athletic gear
• A grand prize trip for two to the
Hyatt Regency Maui Resort and Spa
• A grand prize trip for two to the
Fairmont Mayakoba Riviera, Mexico

How fast is fast? Most of your speed
workouts in preparation for a half-marathon or
marathon race should be completed at your 5K or
10K race pace, or about 20 to 45 seconds per mile
faster than your goal half-marathon pace. Need a
pace equivalency calculator?
Check out competitor.com/toolbox
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3The track is a
great place to
hone your speed.

set in the marathon was achieved by an
athlete who included speed work as one of
his or her essential training elements.
With the understanding that most of
you reading this column are not trying
to be world beaters and simply desire to
get the most out of your half-marathon
or marathon experience, what does this
need for speed really look like, and why is
it important?

BENEFITS

kSpeed work leads to better running economy. As your body adapts to the
increased pace, your overall mechanics
adjust to become more efficient at foot strike
and toe off. Also, speed work allows you to
improve your overall efficiency when running
at race pace.
kAdaptation to quicker paces leads to
less energy expended at half- or full marathon race pace.
k Along with improved speed comes
a greater margin of error on race day as it
relates to race pace. Without the inclusion of
speed work in your training schedule, you will
not have much flexibility in terms of your race
pace because you will have only trained your
body to work within a small range.

kThe goal of this focused
speed training is to get your
body adapted to the quicker
pace and harder effort level
that comes with a solid 5K or
10K effort.
kBe careful during this
period. Although speed comes
around much quicker than any
other aspect of training, it still
takes time for your connective
tissue, tendons and muscles to
adapt to the new requirements
being placed upon them.
kAnother great element
to include among your speed
workouts are hill repeats in
the range of 30 seconds to a
minute in length. Hills tax the
muscular system nicely without
the stress of running as fast as
on flat ground.
kOnce the transition to halfWe
all
have
a
unique
muscle
or
full
marathon
prep has occurred, then
k
makeup, which includes a combination
speed workouts should be included in the
of slow- and fast-twitch muscle fibers.
training schedule once every 10-14 days.
Speed training works the
During this time, these
full complement of your
workouts should be conSpeed comes
muscle makeup, which is
sidered more of a mainaround quicker
important because come
tenance session versus
than other aspects
race day you will need
trying to get faster. The
of training, but it’s
every available fiber to be
2-month period prior to
fully developed. As slowhalf-marathon or maraalso one of the
twitch fibers fatigue in
thon training was the
hardest for your
longer races, fast-twitch
time to get faster. Now
body to adapt to.
muscles are called into
it is more about keeping
action in the later miles of
those fast-twitch muscles
the event.
active and your nervous system firing.
Getting fast first is the most effective
WHAT A “GET FAST FIRST”
way to take time off your half-marathon
APPROACH LOOKS LIKE
or marathon personal best, help you hit
that treasured Boston qualifying time or
kA “Get Fast First” approach should
include training for a 5K or 10K during a
simply set yourself up for the best experi2-month period prior to starting the 3- to
ence possible in your first serious attempt
4-month buildup for your half- or full
at a longer event.
marathon.
kDuring this initial two-month period
of 5K/10K training, faster repetitions
under a half mile long should be included
Two-time U.S. Olympian ALAN
CULPEPPER helps runners of
weekly and complemented with another
all abilities via his website at
key workout such as a tempo run or interwww.culpeppercoaching.com.
vals in the range of 3 to 6 minutes.
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